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Desert 4WD Tourism gets On Track with world 
first research project 

 
A new study into four wheel drive desert tourism will be a world first, says a researcher with the 
Desert Knowledge Cooperative Research Centre (CRC). 
 
Dr Dean Carson, of Charles Darwin University’s Tourism Research Group, says desert 4WD 
tourism remains unexplored territory even though the demand for off-road experiences is soaring.  
 
“Concerns about the impact and safety of increasing numbers of self-drive adventurers on the one 
hand and the desire of desert communities to benefit from this growing market on the other means 
we urgently need to build our collective knowledge about this form of tourism.” 
 
Titled On Track, the interdisciplinary research project aims to improve the capacity of desert 
settlements to provide viable 4WD tourism products while protecting cultural, social and natural 
values. It will also help four wheel drivers to keep safe. 
 
“On Track will help 4WD enthusiasts to make informed choices about what they’re getting into and 
promote and more responsible driving and better management practices”, says Dr Carson. 
 
His team of researchers from Desert Knowledge CRC partners CSIRO, Charles Darwin, Murdoch, 
James Cook and Curtin Universities are gathering existing knowledge from industry, consumers, 
communities and Aboriginal organisations to build a comprehensive picture of how 4WD tourism 
“systems” work. 
 
“Our research will find out where 4WD tourists are going and what the potential opportunities and 
challenges might be. This is essential information if you’re trying to set up tourism businesses in the 
desert, or if you’re trying to manage its impacts”, he says. 
 
“We’ll use web technologies and computer based mapping tools to show users how different places 
in the desert relate to each other and to the 4WD tracks.” 
 
A recent report by map makers Gregory places seven of Australia’s ten “must do” 4WD 
experiences in the desert, among them the Canning Stock Route, the Oodnadatta Track and the 
Tanami Track.  
 
 “These tracks represent complex systems and are more than just ways to get from point A to point 
B. To understand some of the complexities, we will use the Mereenie Loop as an example of a route 
that has evolved over time and now supports a far different type of 4WD tourism than it used to. 
There are plans to seal the Loop, and this will change the system again.” 
 
Dr Carson invites everyone to have a say in his research.  
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“One area of investigation, for example, is called ‘the ideal 4WD experience’. It will use people’s 
travel diaries, web logs (blogs), and popular literature to identify the most important elements of 
4WD desert tourism.” 
 
On Track will work as closely with those who stand to benefit from this market as with those who 
bear the cost of servicing it. 
 
“We have already built a network of over 50 organisations, ranging from Aboriginal community 
councils and land councils, pastoralists, local governments, roads and emergency services, national 
parks people to the tourism industry”, says Dr Carson, “The list is growing every day”. 
 
He says anyone can join the On Track network by emailing dean.carson@cdu.edu.au. Network 
members will receive regular updates and can contribute their own knowledge to the project. 
 
Dr Carson will launch On Track during the annual Desert Knowledge CRC-wide conference in 
Alice Springs on February 14th. The gathering is an opportunity for the Desert Knowledge CRC’s 
researchers from 28 organisations around the nation to showcase their results. 
 
“While tourism is an increasingly significant economic factor for the desert the rate of growth here 
has lagged behind the rest of Australia”, he says. “This project will help build a more competitive 
and sustainable industry.” 
 
Contacts: Dr Dean Carson, Project Leader, 08 8946 6772 or 0402 803 590 

(dean.carson@cdu.edu.au) 
 

Elke Wiesmann, Media Officer, 08 8950 7142 or 0427 009 240 
(elke.wiesmann@csiro.au) 

  
For more information about the Desert Knowledge CRC-wide conference go to 
www.desertknowledge.com.au/crc 
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